Abstract. The problem of additional time reversal (TR) degeneracy and the transformation properties of "time reversed' wave functions are investigated. In crystals the one electron Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to a space group of a crystal. The Bloch functions are the basis for irreducible representations (irrp's) of the wave vector groups k. When an irrp is complex the TR symmetry must be considered. Using Herring's criterion adopted to space groups we have investigated several hexagonal materials for optoelectronic devices such as ZnO, GaN, 6H-SiC. We have found many complex irrps. We discuss the effect of the TR on vibrational and electronic states together with optical selection rules in ZnO and GaN. In addition we list all complex irrps of the 32 crystallographic double point groups. Spin is taken into account throughout the whole discussion.
Introduction
States of quasiparticles in crystals such as electrons in conduction bands, holes in valence bands, excitons, phonons, plasmons, polaritons, etc., in short: "ons", are classified according to irrps of factor wave vector groups G k /T. Here the vector k runs over the entire first BZ and denotes three quantum numbers k x , k y and k z . For hexagonal BZ the factor groups are determined by high symmetry points Γ = GM, A, M, K, L, H, and lines R, Q, S, ∆ = LD, Σ = SM, Λ = LD, T, U, and P. The generators of irrps and the characters of the corresponding factor groups G kΓ /T,….., G kU /T, have been tabulated (CDML [1] ).When an irrp D is complex, an extra TR degeneracy may occur. In such case any state of "ons" will be classified according the "joint" reps * D D ⊕ . This will affect many phenomena. For example, it will increase the dimension of the dynamical matrices .It will change the selection rules for optical transitions. It will also influence the scattering tensors and many other physical processes taking place in a crystal. It is therefore of importance to find out which irrps of a crystal are complex before analysis of experimental data.
In this contribution we use Herring [2, 3] criterion for investigation of complex irrps modified by inclusion of spin and effect of TR operator on behaviour of wave vectors of a star { * k} of the factor space group C 6v 4 -P6 3 /mc for ZnO, GaN, 6H-SiC, BeO, CdS, ZnS and many others. The scope of the paper is following: In section 2 we discuss some theoretical aspects of the TR operator and Herring's criterion. In section 3 we analyze the experimental dispersion curves obtained by neutron scattering technique [4, 5] . In section 3 we give some examples for complex irrps calculation. The section 4 is devoted to vibrational modes in wurtzite crystals due to TR symmetry. In section 5 we discuss the electronic band structure and optical selection rules in presence of TR. Complex irrps of 32 double crystallographic point groups and of C 6v 4 space group are listed explicitly. This shows that Ψ * (r, -t) is also a solution of Schroedinger equation if Ψ(r, t) is. Clearly, for spinless particles the K has the effect of reversing the direction of propagation of time and it is just the complex conjugation operator apart from a phase factor, usually denoted as
.The matrices for r and p are real and purely imaginary so that the complex conjugation operator K has the following effect on r and p, and the operation of T on a wave function gives its complex conjugate:
In the equation (3d) we have chosen the phase factor to be unity.
Time reversal operator for spin -1/2 particles,
In order to define the TR operator for particles with spin we follow the transformation properties of dynamical variables r, p, s and j [5] .It is clear that
for the particle with spin. The last equation (4) is in the standard (r,s z ) representation in which s x and s z are real whereas the s y matrix is imaginary. The U is to be determined. The T and K are antiunitary operators. Using equations (3a, b; 4a, b, d, e; 5a, b, c) we obtain
The equation (6c) represents the time reversal operator T for a spin -1/2 particle, s y =1/2(h/2π)σ y which follows from theory of the SO(2) group [6, 7] . The equation(6c) can be easily extended to a system of n particles having arbitrary spin angular momenta. The extension leads to the Kramers' theorem which will not be discussed here.
Criteria for real and complex irreducible representations. Point groups
Frobenius and Shur [8] showed that it is sufficient knowing only the characters of an irrp to determine whether the rep is real or complex. If the sum of characters of squares of the group elements is equal to the order of the group |g|, then the reps is real: if the sum is −|g|, the rep is equivalent to its conjugate: and if the sum vanishes the reps D and D * are complex and inequivalent. For single and double valued (spin included) irrps of 32 crystallographic point groups we write 
, where the k runs over the entire first BZ and t are translations. As stated in Chapter 2, when spin excluded, the TR operator is just complex conjugation action on function. That means:
Clearly, the TR operator transforms vector k into − k. That is an important effect which leads us to an essential reformulation of the equation 7. We deal now with characters of squares of space group elements χ[{g|τ g + t} 2 ]. The τ g is a non-primitive translation associated with operator g which essentially belongs to the point group G 0 (k), t is primitive translation, and summation is over these g's which transform k into − k. The k is the first wave vector of the star { * k}.The total space group G contains all groups of all members of the star and it can be decomposed in terms of G(k):
We reserve the subscript σ for the coset representatives {ϕ σ |τ σ }. And the members of a star is obtained by symmetry operators ϕ of the point group G 0 (k).
The k is the first wave vector of the star in the fundamental domain of the BZ. The characters of 230 space groups of these first wave vectors are tabulated [1] . Evaluating the character of the squared operators we obtain: 
where τ g ' is known non-primitive translation associated with the operator g , ∈ is the identity operator and t 0 is to be calculated from equation (10b). The criterion for real and complex irrps of space groups becomes:
where the summation is performed over Using equation (11) and CDML tables we have tested all reps of the high symmetry points and lines of the ZnO space group C 6v In cases (b) and (c) the extra TR degeneracy arises and the "ons" are classified according to the "joint" or "stick" reps: Up to now we have considered only single valued reps of space groups (spin excluded). The inclusion of spin leads to the double valued reps. The criterion (equation 11) is also valid for spinors. In general, in order to perform calculation using equation (11) we must consider systems with (i) integral and (ii) half-odd-integral spin. Combination of the three cases (a), (b), and (c) with (i) and (ii) result in additional six possibilities those can expressed as follows:
• No extra degeneracy in case a(i) and c(ii),
• Doublet degeneracy in cases b(i), b(ii), a(ii) and c(i),
• In , , , , 
case ( 1/2,1/2) . The coset representatives are useful in the determination of the full induced irrps of G{ * k} [10] and in the performing the summation in equation (11) . Using the calculated coset representatives we have proceeded (for M and L points) both ways and our results are in agreement with those obtained in here using characters of the small irrps tabulated.
The effect of time reversal symmetry on vibrational states in wurtzite structure crystals with C6v4 space group
Before going into discussion of experimental results we recall general utilization of group theory related to phonons in any crystal with well establish space group [11] . The Lattice Mode Representation (LMR) [12] of a crystal provides an exact number of primary (first order -noninteracting phonons) originating from high symmetry point and lines of a BZ and also their symmetries (irrps, degeneracies [11] . Knowing these symmetries and using compatibility relations along high symmetry lines and points the group theoretical assignment of phonons follows. Phonons assignment in ZnO, GaN, and related compounds with the C 6v 4 space group is presented on figure 1 in [11] .
Experimental phonon dispersion curves in ZnO. Assignment
Thoma and Hewat [4, 5] considered lattice dynamics of ZnO by means of inelastic neutron scattering. Figure 1 in [4, 5] shows the calculated and measured phonon dispersion curves for ZnO. Our phonon assignment for GaN (presented on figure 1 in [4, 5] ) is valid also for phonons in ZnO. According to our calculations, the ∆ and A phonons are influenced by the TR symmetry. However, on both figures 1 in [4, 5] there is no group theoretical assignment of vabrational modes. We have shown that at point A and axis ∆ the representations spanned by the modes are (ii) Point A, from the bottom to the top:
(iii) Line ∆: the dispersion curves connect the points Γ and A when going from the bottom to the top on A axis side:
From reps provided in here follows that A 1 * = A 4 , and A 5 * = A 6 , and ∆ 1 * = ∆ 4 , ∆ 5 * = ∆ 6 , which is consistence with the number of modes at Γ, A, and ∆ and with their symmetries obtained independently from Lattice Mode Representation. Figure 1 displays the schematic dispersion curves of Γ−∆−A region of the BZ subjected to TR symmetry for ZnO in terms of "joint' reps. For simplicity, we used straight lines for connectivity. Generally, the frequencies of the modes at Γ, ∆ and A point may shift while going from compound to compound (for instance from ZnS to BeO, all with the wurtzite structutre, C 6v 4 /T group), but the connecting dispersion curves between Γ and A point will be kept by ∆'s experimental phonon data. The shifting may cause more accidental degeneracy. The existence of experimentally measured modes, those "generate" dispersion curves ∆ 5 , ∆ 6 , ∆ 1 , ∆ 4 and four phonons on A axis ) ( 2 6 5 A A ⊕ , ) ( 2 4 1 A A ⊕ evidently proves the presence of the Time Reversal symmetry in wurtzite crystals. Figure 1 displays the schematic dispersion curves Γ − ∆ −Α region of BZ subjected to TR symmetry in wurtzite crystal in term of "joint" reps. Generally, all states of holes and electrons will be classified according to their spinor reps when spin included. To our best knowledge the electronic band structure of GaN and many other novel compounds do not include spin. Using compatibility relations and spin matrix we have described the GaN energy band (Fg.4) in terms of spinor states those are frequently subjected to TR effect, as showed in section 2d. Our results will be discussed elsewhere.
Selection rules
In here we briefly discuss additional conditions that invariance under TR imposes on the matrix elements of an operator V. Our discussion will be related to selection rules of some optical transitions between TR influenced states in GaN. In general we have: 
and find out whether in their decomposition is a rep according to which the perturbation V transforms. The Kronecker Products of all irrps of 230 space groups are tabulated, CDML [1] . However, the TR symmetry has not been included. Therefore, for all irrps satisfying cases (b) and (c) of Herring's criterion the selection rules must be computed. The formal theory involved in such cases will be considered elsewhere. In here we discuss only practical transitions involved in UV reflectivity of GaN [14] . 
in Rashba's labelling [15] . The Rashba's A 2 corresponds to A 3 CDML and so A 3 − A 4 , A 4 − A 2 correspondingly, (see table 4 , this paper). The above KPs are tabulated (vol p). Therefore, in such cases no implications are involved. In this spirit, the selection rules for tabulated transitions (see Table  III in [14] ) between A, ∆, L, U, P' levels can still be found in the CDML tables. Nevertheless, considering transitions between TR degenerate K 5 and K 6 levels (spin included) we have 
The rep K 5 is one-dimensional, while K 6 is two-dimensional. Neither K 5 * nor K 6 * is in the set of K's reps of the G(K) group. Only the product 6 5 K K ⊗ can be found in the CDML tables. All the other KPs have to be calculated. Clearly, TR symmetry results in additional KPs of complex reps those have to be determined. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 CDML see [1] , Rashba see [15] , Lyle et al. see [16] .
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the effect of TR symmetry on quasi-particles states. We have shown that a presence of TR in crystals results in modified classification of states, phonon dynamical matrices, energy bands, optical selection rules, and others. ZnS -wurtzite, BeO, CdS, ZnO, GaN, 2H-SiC,4H-SiC, 6H-SiC, 8H-SiC
